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Precedent Comparison in the Precedent
Model Formalism: A Technical Note

Heng ZHENG a,1, Davide GROSSI a,b and Bart VERHEIJ a

a University of Groningen, The Netherlands
b University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract. We outline a formalization of precedent comparison in the precedent
model formalism.
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1. Introduction

Case-based reasoning allows for a form of analogical reasoning [1], and a core issue
is how to make decisions for a current case by comparing precedents. Building on [2,
3, 4], we formalize precedent comparison in case-based reasoning within the precedent
model formalism [4]. With the definitions and properties shown below, we show that our
approach has the potential to offer a novel angle on case-based reasoning.

2. Precedent comparison in the precedent model formalism

The formalism introduced in this paper uses a propositional logic language L generated
from a set of propositional constants. We fix language L. We write ¬ for negation, ∧ for
conjunction, ∨ for disjunction, ↔ for equivalence. The associated classical, deductive,
monotonic consequence relation is denoted �.

Precedents consist of factors and outcomes. Both factors and outcomes are literals.
A literal is either a propositional constant or its negation. We use F ⊆ L to represent a set
of factors, O ⊆ L to represent a set of outcomes. The sets F and O are disjoint and consist
only of literals. If a propositional constant p is in F (or O), then ¬p is also in F (respec-
tively in O). A factor represents an element of a case, namely a factual circumstance. Its
negation describes the opposite fact. For instance, if a factor ϕ is “A is a bad employee”,
then its negation ¬ϕ is “A is not a bad employee”. In our approach, factors are meant to
represent generalized case facts relevant to the outcome of the case decision. However,
unlike in CATO [1], our use of factors does not assume that factors favor a side of the
decision, either pro-plaintiff or pro-defendant, as such an assumption is not needed for
our logical definitions of precedent comparison. Unlike HYPO [1], our factors do not
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come with a dimension that can express a magnitude. An outcome always favors a side
in the precedent, its negation favors the opposite side. For instance, an outcome ω is “A
is dismissed”, its negation ¬ω is “A is not dismissed”.

A precedent is a logically consistent conjunction of factors and outcomes. A prece-
dent containing an outcome is a proper precedent. A precedent without an outcome, is a
situation representing a current case.

Definition 1 (Precedents) A precedent is a logically consistent conjunction of distinct
factors and outcomes π = ϕ0 ∧ϕ1 ∧ . . .∧ϕm ∧ω0 ∧ω1 ∧ . . .∧ωn−1, where m and n are
non-negative integers. We say that ϕ0,ϕ1, ...,ϕm are the factors of π , ω0,ω1, ...,ωn−1 are
the outcomes of π . If n = 0, then we say that π is a situation with no outcomes, otherwise
π is a proper precedent.

Notice that both m and n can be equal to 0. When m = 0, there is one single factor.
When n = 0, the precedent has no outcome and the empty conjunction ω0 ∧ . . .∧ωn−1
is equivalent to �. We do not assume that the negation of a factor holds when the factor
does not occur in the precedent.

Notions of comparing precedents in case-based reasoning include analogies, dis-
tinctions and relevances expressed by general logical formulas, not only factors or out-
comes. Analogies between two precedents are the formulas that follow logically from
both precedents. Distinctions are the unshared formulas between two precedents, that
only follow logically from one of the precedents and its negation is logically implied by
the other precedent. Relevances are the unshared formulas between two precedents, that
are relevant to the analogies and distinctions between them. These formulas only fol-
low from one of the precedents, but both themselves and their negation are not logically
implied by the other one.

Definition 2 (Analogies, distinctions and relevances) Let π,π ′ ∈ L be two precedents,
we define:

1. a sentence α ∈ L is an analogy between π and π ′ if and only if π � α and π ′ � α .
A most specific analogy between π and π ′ is an analogy that logically implies all
analogies between π and π ′.

2. a sentence δ ∈ L is a distinction in π with respect to π ′ (π-π ′ distinction) if and
only if π � δ and π ′ � ¬δ . A most specific π-π ′ distinction is a distinction that
logically implies all π-π ′ distinctions.

3. a sentence ρ ∈ L is a relevance in π with respect to π ′ (π-π ′ relevance) if and
only if π � ρ , π ′ 	� ρ and π ′ 	� ¬ρ . ρ is a proper π-π ′ relevance if and only if ρ
is a π-π ′ relevance that logically implies the most specific analogy between π and
π ′. A most specific π-π ′ relevance is a relevance that logically implies all π-π ′
relevances.

Both π-π ′ distinctions and π ′-π distinctions are called the distinctions between π and π ′.
Both π-π ′ relevances and π ′-π relevances are called the relevances between π and π ′.
When a most specific analogy/distinction/relevance exists it is by definition unique, and
we can refer to it as the most specific analogy/distinction/relevance.

Figure 1 illustrates analogies, distinctions and relevances using Venn diagrams rep-
resenting sets of worlds in which sentences are true. As shown in Figure 1, for any anal-
ogy α between precedents π and π ′, the sets of π and π ′ worlds are subsets of the set
of α worlds; for any π-π ′ distinction δ , the π worlds are a subset of the δ worlds, while
the π ′ worlds and the δ worlds are disjoint; for any π-π ′ relevance ρ , the π worlds are
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Figure 1. Precedent comparison illustrated by worlds in which sentences are true

a subset of the ρ worlds, while the π ′ worlds and the ρ worlds are not subsets of each
other and the intersection of the π ′ worlds and the ρ worlds are always not empty.

The following proposition shows properties of analogies, distinctions and relevances
between precedents.

Proposition 1 Let π,π ′ ∈ L be precedents. Then the following hold:
1. The most specific analogy between π and π ′ always exists and is logically equiva-

lent to π ∨π ′;
2. There exists a distinction between π and π ′ if and only if π ∧ π ′ � ⊥; If a π-π ′

distinction exists, then the most specific π-π ′ distinction exists and is logically
equivalent to π;

3. The most specific π-π ′ relevance does not always exist;
4. If the most specific π-π ′ distinction exists, then the most specific π-π ′ distinction

logically implies each proper π-π ′ relevance. Each proper π-π ′ relevance logically
implies the most specific analogy between π and π ′.

Proof. Let π,π ′ ∈ L be precedents. For Property 1, by Definition 2, for any analogy
α , π � α and π ′ � α . By propositional logic it follows that any analogy α is logically
implied by π ∨ π ′. By Definition 2, π ∨ π ′ is a most specific analogy. For Property 2,
assume a π-π ′ distinction δ exists. By Definition 2, π � δ and π ′ � ¬δ . It follows by
propositional logic that π ∧ π ′ � ⊥. If π ∧ π ′ � ⊥, by propositional logic π ′ � ¬π . By
Definition 2 and propositional logic, π is therefore the most specific π-π ′ distinction. For
Property 3, assume language L is generated from { f1, f2}. If π = f1, π ′ = ¬ f1, the most
specific π-π ′ relevance does not exist. π-π ′ relevances like f1 ∨ f2, f1 ∨¬ f2 cannot be
logically implied by a unique π-π ′ relevance. For Property 4, by Property 2 if the most
specific π-π ′ distinction exists, it is logically equivalent to π . By Definition 2, π logically
implies all π-π ′ relevances, including proper ones, and proper π-π ′ relevances always
logically imply the most specific analogy between π and π ′.

As shown in Proposition 1, the most specific π-π ′ distinction is logically equivalent to π
if it exists. Note that a precedent itself can be a distinction since precedents are formulas,
hence themselves represent the most specific distinction. Property 4 in Proposition 1
shows why we have singled out proper relevances: in the formally precise sense of the
proposition, they are logically ‘in between’ the most specific distinction (if it exists) and
the most specific analogy.

Two precedents can be compared with a third precedent using the analogy relation
defined below, which is based on the shared formulas between precedents. When com-
paring precedents π and π ′ in terms of precedent π ′′, if the most specific analogy be-
tween π and π ′′ logically implies the most specific analogy between π ′ and π ′′, then we
say that π is at least as analogous as π ′ with respect to π ′′.
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Definition 3 (Analogy relation between precedents) Let π , π ′ and π ′′ ∈ L be precedents.
We define:

π �π ′′ π ′ if and only if π ∨π ′′ � π ′ ∨π ′′.
Then we say π is at least as analogous as π ′ with respect to π ′′.
As customary, the asymmetric part of the relation is denoted as π �π ′′ π ′, which means
π is more analogous than π ′ with respect to π ′′. The symmetric part of the relation is
denoted as π ∼π ′′ π ′, which means π is as analogous as π ′ with respect to π ′′. If it is not
the case that π �π ′′ π ′ and π ′ �π ′′ π , then we say π and π ′ are analogously incomparable
with respect to π ′′.
Proposition 2 Let π , π ′ and π ′′ ∈ L be precedents. Then the following holds:

1. The analogy relation is reflexive and transitive, hence a preorder;
2. π �π ′′ π ′ if and only if π � π ′ ∨π ′′;
3. If π �π ′′ π ′, then π �π ′ π ′′ and vice versa;
4. For any α ∈ L, if π �π ′′ π ′, and α is an analogy between π ′ and π ′′, then α is also

an analogy between π and π ′′.

Proof. For property 1, the analogy relation is reflexive, since π ∨π ′′ � π ∨π ′′. The re-
lation is also transitive because of the transitivity of entailment in propositional logic.
Assume π = f1 ∧ f2, π ′ = f1 ∧ f3 and π ′′ = f1 ∧ f2 ∧ f3, π and π ′ are analogously in-
comparable with respect to π ′′, hence the relation is not in general total. For Property
2, from left to right, by Definition 3 we obtain π ∨ π ′′ � π ′ ∨ π ′′, and by propositional
logic π � π ′ ∨π ′′. From right to left, from π � π ′ ∨π ′′ and propositional logic, we obtain
π ∨ π ′′ � π ∨ π ′′, and by Definition 3 π �π ′′ π ′. Property 3 then follows directly from
Property 2. Property 4 follows directly from Definition 2 and 3.

Notice that if π �π ′′ π ′, then it is still possible that π 	� π ′ and π 	� π ′′. For instance, if
π = f1, π ′ = f1 ∧ f2, π ′′ = f1 ∧¬ f2, then we have π �π ′′ π ′, but both π ′ and π ′′ are not
logically implied by π . Also notice that if π �π ′′ π ′, it cannot be concluded that π � π ′.
For instance, π = f1∧ f2, π ′ = f3 and π ′′ = f1. In this example, π �π ′′ π ′ but f1∧ f2 	� f3.

3. Conclusion

In this technical note, we showed how to incorporate a form of precedent comparison in
the precedent model formalism of [4]. In future work we aim to develop this approach
further and use it to represent and reason about actual legal cases.
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